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Living

get organized!

Take a peek inside the closets of our organizational pros, then follow their
no-fail tricks for conquering clutter and refreshing your space

1

Her Pick! The Container
Store Multi-Drawer Cabinets in
polypropylene, 8.5"H x 10.5"W x
6.5"D, $16.99; containerstore.com

think ‘less is more’

“Most people only wear
25% of what they own.
To make your closet look
uniform and neat, you
have to pare down. You should
always feel like a ‘10,’ so only
keep ‘10s’ in your closet!”

–Jill Martin, PeoPle StyleWatch contributor
and author of The Weekend Makeover

2

store
jeweLry in
cLear drawers

—Khloé Kardashian Odom,
reality TV star

3

instaLL proper
Lighting

“Good lighting will illuminate
the hard-to-see back corners

—Barbara Reich, professional
organizer and author of
Secrets of an Organized Mom

4

don’t hang
everything

“Folding sweaters, basic
T-shirts and lingerie actually
preserves their shelf life
and prevents them
from getting stretched
out by hangers.”
—Abby Larson, editor and
founder of StyleMePrettyLiving
.com and StyleMePretty.com

Martin’s
orderly closet
in her New
York City
apartment.

5 “Use the space under your hanging
Line up shoes toe to heeL

clothes to store shoes one behind the other.
It not only uses the depth of your closet,
but you also can see more pairs at once.”
—Melanie Charlton Fascitelli, founder of Clos-ette and
author of Shop Your Closet
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“Each piece, from earrings
to statement necklaces, has
its own drawer, and because
they’re clear, you can easily
see everything you own.”

and darker areas, and it
doesn’t have to be expensive.
Battery-powered stick-on
lights that adhere to the walls
are a simple, affordable
option that can be found at
your local hardware store.”
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use box lids as jewelry trays

“Repurpose wooden and lacquer ones—or
even sturdy shoe box lids!—as trays that
you can put in desk drawers or stack on your
dresser. They’ll let you pack pieces into
a relatively small space.” —Abby Larson

8

Jill Martin for
QVC SpaceSaving Flocked
Hangers in nylonvelvet and plastic,
$33 for set of
50; qvc.com

Make sure
you can see
your cLothes

“What’s out of sight is
often out of mind! Hanging
items up makes it easy to
see what you have, but for
things that should be folded,
like tees or knits, try
clothing filers. They let you
store tops in drawers and
still see every one.”

Larson
tucks her
jewelry trays
into shallow
drawers.

—Lisa Adams, designer and
CEO of LA Closet Designs

10

coordinate
your hangers,
bins and drawers

“Go for ones that are the same
color—if your favorite color is
pink, make them all pink! It’s
one of the easiest ways to give a
closet an organized aesthetic.”
—Eric Daman, costume
designer for The Carrie Diaries

11

“Wallpaper one of the walls or
hang a beautiful print. When
you treat your closet like a real
room, you’ll be more inspired
to keep it neat like one!”

Framel makes
use of the
space above
her hanging
clothes.

7

decorate
your space

—Barbara Reich

UtiLize veRtiCaL aReas

“When space is limited, go up!
There’s enormous potential between your
clothes rack and the ceiling, especially for hardto-store items like handbags and shoes.”

Her Pick! Pliio by FHE Clothing
Filers in non-woven polypropylene
and paperboard, 18"H x 8"W
x .5"D, $19.99 for set of 10;
bedbathandbeyond.com for stores

—Kelly Framel, founder of TheGlamourai.com

9

PUt YoUR bags
iN CUbbies

“Use acrylic shelf dividers
from LAclosetdesign.com
or Octobercompany.com
to create a space for each
purse. It’ll make your closet
visually appealing and keep
your bags from falling over.”
—Lisa Adams

12

Reich uses labels to
keep her closet tidy.

add LabeLs

“Group your clothing by
category. Then use hanging
garment dividers from a place
like the Container Store to separate categories of clothing. You’ll
be amazed at what a time-saver it
is when you’re getting dressed!”
—Barbara Reich
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